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INSTRUCTIONS

by Paul Norman

OVERVIEW

Beyond The Forbidden Forest is a free form advepture program designed in OmniDimension

4D, which not only depicts the passage of time, but also allows the character to appear

to move in and out ot the screen as well as in front of and behind objects. The goal of

the archer is to destroy the Demogorgon who lurks in the cave beneath the castle (Part

II). In order to accomplish this task, the player must first battle his way through the

Forbidden Forest, eliminating the monsters sent by the Demogorgon to terminate his



quest, while accumulating sufficient golden arrows to prevail in the Underworld. Remember,

since Beyond The Forbidden Forest is designed in OmniDimension 4D, you may be

required to not only fire your arrows at different elevations, but also in different directions

including into and out of the monitor screen. Be careful not to shoot yourself!

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

1.) The Beyond The Forbidden Forest Diskette.

2.) Commodore' 64" or 128T" Computer.

3.) Disk drive and monitor.

4.) One joystick controller.

LOADING THE PROGRAM

IMPORTANT NOTE: The joystick controller must be plugged into CONTROL PORT

NO. 2. (It will not function in CONTROL PORT NO. 1.)

1.) Turn on the computer and wait for the flashing cursor and the READY message.

Now turn on the Disk Drive. Wait for the red light on the drive to go out.

2.) Insert the program Diskette and close the drive latch. Type on the computer: LOAD

■FF",8.1 (Press Return).

Leave the Disk in Drive until after the man in the Forest appears.

At the start of the program, the game will be in practice mode, without monsters,

until you press "F 7".

USING THE JOYSTICK AND FUNCTION KEYS

Joystick: Moving the stick handle will cause the archer to move left and right as well

as forward and backward into the forest.

To Shoot: Press firebutton for elevation. Hold firebutton and stick to aim. Hold stick

and release firebutton to shoot.

Function Keys: Press Function Key "F 1" to see the gold arrows and to pause the

program. With four or more gold arrows, press "F 1" and then press "F 3" to load Part

Two. Be sure the disk is in the drive before pressing "F 3".

Press "F 7" to continue the game from The Game is Lost" or the Resurrection Scenes.



GOLD ARROW COUNTING

In the Forest:

Win one gold arrow for each forest kill.

Lose half of all gold arrows for resurrection.

Double gold arrows when going to Part Two.

In the Underworld:

Lose one gold arrow per shot.

Lose two gold arrows if knocked out by bats.

Lose two gold arrows if killed by Hydra.

Lose two gold arrows if killed by Demogorgon.

If all gold arrows are lost, player turns to slone.

GAME PLAY and STRATEGY

Background & Technique

The Forest beckoned. The still air, the soft grass underfoot, the maze of trees and

shrubs all of a kind, yet no two alike. These things were also where I had been a while

ago and not far from this place but now I began to notice subtle changes as I wandered

deeper into this new wood. Silence. Not a wisp of wind, a chirping of birds, not even

the faint buzzing of insects busying themselves among the flora. These curious differ

ences made me alert to other things now. Signs. Broken twigs, matted spots in grass

- perhaps footprints, and there a whole tree shattered at mid-trunk and felled by some

flaming occurrence, perhaps lightning. Despite its apparent quiescence, this was not

always an uneventful place.

I was beginning, for reasons as yet unclear, to be glad of the equipment I carried with

me. In fact, the very purpose for my jaunt into the wilderness was to test and practice

my new invention. While the bow and arrow is an antiquated concept and a well-historied

tool. I say "new" because of my own contributions to the design that bring the weapon

to the peak of contemporary effectiveness. I had incorporated a central control shaft
and an activator button into the basic structure. By holding the button down. I can easily

change the elevation of my shot up and down from the sky to the horizon and can



gauge this angle by small marks that move correspondingly on either side. While main

taining this hold on the button. I can then find my target by moving the control shaft in

the direction I wish to aim. I can hold this arrangement as long as I wish, until, at just

the right moment, I remove my thumb from the button, and the arrow flies instantly to

the heart of !he target.

I continued my stroll through the suspicious yet still pleasant glade, occasionally stopping

at a well-placed stump or tree to try a shot.

The Scorpion (Scorpiod)

It was only a casual glance around that saved me from the first attack! For there was

no sound or warning. Out of the brush dashed a living horror whose sole motivation

seemed to be my presence- Had it not been for the size, I would have instantly recognized

it. The shape and appendages were clearly those of a scorpion, but the dimensions

clearly were not. Equal to a wild boar in bulk and made high by the curled tail tipped

with that viscious stinger easily rivaling one of my own arrowheads.

No portion of a second was lost before I led my spot, running just ahead of two grasping

pincers that girthed the head of the monster. While it had six legs to my two, my stride

gave me an edge and at a reasonable distance ahead, I darted to a tangent and circled

around the beast. Though it had kept on my heels thus far, it now ran on out of sight.

Perhaps its field of vision was impeded by those dangerous claws. Now I had an

opportunity to ready myself. Following the procedures I described earlier. I moved to

open ground and watched for an assault from any direction. I set the elevation low and

aimed in a direction from which I could turn either way. Instantly upon its reappearance,

I let go the button and my arrow found its mark!

A spray of blood told me I had aimed well but, to my amazement, after only a brief

stunned pause, the monster came on. I did not stop to analyze the insensitivity of the

creature. I ran again. Again, I managed to avoid the unpleasant caresses of those

terrifying limbs by dodging to the other side of a large tree. I even got off another shot

from behind the tree at the retreating scorpiod, but missed by misjudging the angle
between it and myself. The assault continued like this; positioning myself for a good,

early shot, and upon missing, running to some perpendicular direction to avoid being



caught. Two, three, even four times, an arrow struck it square, but after a second, it

continued its pursuit. On the fifth successful shot, the strangest thing occurred. The

whole beast began to glisten and sparkle in many shapes and colors of itself and.

momentarily, it was gone. Vanished without a trace! As though I had not already enough

proof, I reaffirmed the idea that this was no ordinary creation. The incarnation or merely

the emissary of some unwholesome spirit it might have been, though I find such notions

hard to fathom.

The Golden Arrows

But even as i dismissed this unlikely explanation, my musings were interrupted by

another unexpected event. Accompanied by an unprecedented sound, musical in timbre

but of unknown origin, a kind of ethereal fanfare - a great glowing orb descended from

the sky. I watched in awe. unable to move, as the whirling, tumbling celestial enigma

slowly approached. And then, from somewhere in the invisible depths of the thing, a

dot of brightness shone. It grew larger as though it was coming towards me. This turned

out to be correct. Shot out by unknown forces, a shining golden arrow sailed through

the sky out of the spinning orb. For a moment, I feared it might strike me. but as I could

not move, I would have to wait and see. It flew safely overhead and the shaft sunk in

the ground a few yards away.

I was suddenly able to move again and when I turned, the gold arrow had disappeared.

Then I felt a prickling at the back of my neck. I peered over my shoulder and there it

was, right in the quiver with all the other arrows I had brought with me!

At this point, I decided that something out of the ordinary was definitely happening to me.

The Worms (Vermes)

If you will forgive the contradiction, the rest of that day was a nightmare. More attacks

followed. At first, a grotesque worm-like thing, the size of a small tree, popped out of

the ground, gnashing large, mangling teeth in a head that was virtually all mouth. I shot

at it and missed as it withdrew back into the earth, only to appear at another spot a

few seconds later. I hit the thing four or five times, each at a different place, and the

last time the whole top of the monster exploded into fine, misting bits. I know that if I



had missed it repeatedly, it would have eventually found my position and swallowed

me whole'

The Dragonfly (Meglamosq)

I was also menaced by an enormous flying creature that was in many ways, except for

its size, like a mosquito with four madly buzzing wings and a long stinger-like proboscus

that could drain the blood from an elephant with little trouble. It adroitly dodged my

arrows until one lucky shot brought it spiralling down only to vanish in a puff of smoke.

The celestial orb appeared again each time 1 vanquished one of the monsters and

bestowed upon me another golden arrow. I could only guess that these were for some

future task that those controlling the orb wished me to tackle, and if it was to be anything

like what I had experienced. I should win as many as I could.

The Megatherium and Resurrection

Then it happened! With a quick, devastating leap through the air. a horrible, brutish

chimera of a beast was upon me. I escaped its first thrust and ran into the forest. Before

I could gather myself and take aim at it. the thing hopped over yards of ground and

landed right on top of me. The next few seconds are a blur, in my memory, of flailing

limbs, its and mine, and blood and encroaching darkness.

I was sure it was the end. It is not clear to me what happened next. There was darkness

and then above something moved and a bright blue light played over me. Inexplicably.

I found myself back in the forest, intact and uninjured. But soon, I noticed that half of

the gold arrows I had won were missing. Well, a small price to pay for one's life!

As evening gathered about the forest. I continued the battle between myself and who

or whatever was sending out their evil minions against me. As my abilities and instincts

improved, it seemed as if my opponents sensed this and intensified their agression.

Yet. my supply of gold arrows grew. By the time the stormswept night covered everything

in a shroud of blackness, I had enough - at least sixteen arrows - to feel confident to

finally face what must await me. But where was it? What was it?



PART II - The Underworld (see Loading Instructions!

All instantly vanished. The trees, the ground, the sky. everything. Totally black. I could

not even see myself anymore. There in the void, I saw writing, it seemed to be everywhere

al once and yet nowhere. To (his day, I cannot remember what it said, only the chill it

brought to my blood. Wherever I was going, it was not a place I would have freely

chosen to go. I felt myself a pawn in someone else's game.

The Bats

I soon found myself in an immense cavernous underworld. A dark place where the only

feelings possible were fear and loneliness. I wandered about for awhile unable to think

of any thing else to do Suddenly, they were all about me. Bats. Everywhere. Black

bats. Swirling around in all directions. One struck me and I felt warm blood running

down my forehead. I ran to the back wall of the cavern to what seemed to be an opening.

I managed to get through by carefully moving forward and to the side at the same time.

I could see nothing inside but at least those relentless bats could not get at me. However.

I could not stay here. A! first, it was difficult finding a way out. I moved left and right,

through the darkness until I found another opening and Ihen by again squeezing through

in a diagonal direction. I was once again in the main cavern.

The bats were waiting for me. I dodged them as best I could though they seemed

everywhere at once. Then I saw, darting in and out of the hidden places above, a flash

of color in among the multiple black-winged silhouettes. It seemed to me there was

one. and only one bat with a gold-orange color. I assumed, hopefully, that its uniqueness

had meaning. So, knowing the few gold arrows I had were precious. I decided to

concentrate on the colored bat.

The night-creature darted and swooped with lightening-like speed and I shot three

arrows without success. Despite my efforts to shoot at the one while avoiding the others.

I was hit several times and finally was overcome and collapsed. But again, to my

amazement, those whose champion I was. were not through with me yet. As two gold

arrows dematerialized in the quiver, my wounds miraculously faded away and I was up

and ready for action.

Then a streak of color whipped by to my left. I whirled, pressed the button, threw the

stick to that direction and released the button. The ruddy vampire popped like a balloon!



Then, all around me. other bats blasted out of existence, some far away so I could only

hear the sound. I was right. With the destruction of the colored bat. all the others also

ceased to exist.

The Hydra

I was alone again and it was quiet. I had ten gold arrows left. II didn't seem enough

though I had no idea what lay ahead. As I waited apprehensively, nothing did happen,

so I decided to explore. I moved down further inlo this creepy grotto, sensing nothing

but the lifelessness of the place.

I was stopped by a wall of jagged rock that seemed to be the end of the cavern, which

was disquieting because it meant that I was sealed in. Bu! in the far corner, against the

back was an opening in the wall. While slightly larger than the others. I had no reason

to suspect that it was any more interesting. But I went through it.

There was no time to pause in stunned horror at what was behind that doorway. I had

to sprint instantly into the depths of this ante-chamber to avoid being incinerated by a

blast of flame that gushed from one of the heads of She most unbelievable, hulking

monstrosity I could have imagined. Three other heads also sat upon snaking necks

atop this leviathon, each belching fire. I waited for a blessed pause in the pyrotechnics

to dash back out of the cave the same way I had entered. Once more out in the cavern.

I gathered my thoughts as my heart gradually slowed to normal. Naturally, I did not

wish to go back in there. Bui what was the alternative? To remain out here, perhaps

forever, with no hope of escape? My task had to continue. I turned and reentered the cave.

Again, I escaped cremation by running behind the monster immediately. There was no

good shot at the heads back there so I knew I must face the thing, risk the flames, if 1

was to destroy it. I made my plan and rushed into action, I waited for the first head to

fire a blast and as soon as it dissipated completely, I raced forward and stood directly

under that hideous face. With arrow elevation high, I instantly turned and fired right up

its snout. A splash of green blood signalled a good hit. I did not wait to celebrate; I ran

back into the cave. Sure enough, the head I had wounded had lost none of its inflamatory

capabilities.

The rest of the task was now simple and deadly. Do the same thing in the same way

to the rest of the heads, one by one. I got the second head and the third with one shot
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each, and I found that there was a very narrow space between the heads where the

flames could not get to me. None of the damage I had done curtailed the beast's firey

fury in the least. I rushed back around behind the creature to approach the last head

without going by the other three. At the right moment, I slipped past its flicking tail and

leaped forward, spun around and fired. I missed! Without hesitation, I stepped a few

paces over to get between the third and last head. I was lucky. The flames billowed

out of the head, passing me so closely t could feel my eyebrows singeing. The fire

evaporated and I stepped back in front of that head and shot my golden arrow. The

green blood spilled out.

The monster went into a spasm of wild gyrations, each long neck thrashing uncontrollably.

But soon it began to slow and droop slightly, and suddenly it stopped very abruptly. Its

color changed to a dull granite-gray. The greai behemoth had turned lo stone!

The Demogorgon

Outside, the cavern was suddenly plunged into darkness. And almost Instantly upon

that, (he world exploded into bright, multi-colored light. And then it was there before

me! And somehow I knew it. Rising out of its abominable pit. the unspeakable giant

towering above me with its mad conglomeration of monsterous shapes and kinds of

many different creatures - the torso of a giant mantis, the ape-like shoulders, the sinewy

reptilian arms, and the dragon's head. This surely was the monster ultima, the devil of

the natural world - the demogorgon!

My first instinct was to run away: and I followed it. I ran to the far corners of the enclosed

void around me while the eyes of the demogorgon followed me. As I ran, balls of

energy-plasma shot out of those evil eyes and barely missed me, as they burst against

the ground.

At a glance, I saw something glowing in the middle of the demon's thorax. A few feet

below its terrible head. This must be the heart of the beast, 1 reasoned, and this must

be the final target for my hard-won golden arrows. But surrounding the whole mid-section

were great leaves of what looked like natural armor plating. Only a narrow access at

the front seemed hopeful. So there was no choice. I steeled myself and raced around

in front of the demogorgon. The firey eyes instantly flared and the plasma-globs shot

forth, passing only inches over my head as I ran lo the other side. The hideous face
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began to turn toward me. I aimed for the chest. The eyes flared. My arrow (lew up and

richocheted off the plate just below the heart. I saw the plasma coming at me and then

a searing sensation covered by body and everything went black.

I had learned by now that this contest was not over until someone besides myself won

or lost. It was only a brief stay in oblivion before it started all over again. And the

demogorgon appeared again.

I knew this time that the plan was simple, only the execution was difficult. If 1 could

draw his fire to one place and escape it. it should give me the split second I needed

to get to another place and shool. The real trick was taking no lime to aim but rather

be absolutely sure of my target before the attempt.

First, I set my arrow elevation. Then I moved as close to the front as I could without

entering the danger zone. I edged up to the very rtm of the pit, being extremely careful

not to fall in, and readied myself.

I ran diagonally across in front of him. His eyes flashed and the energy fired out. I

dashed underneath as they zipped past and exploded. 1 stopped on the other side.

I turned. I raised the bow. I let go the golden arrow as the massive head turned to stare

at me.

I did not even see the arrow pierce the heart. The whole horrible monster exploded

into an immense cloud of sulphuric hell!

And then the sun. shining through billowy white clouds, glistened against a deep blue sky.

The demogorgon was no more.
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IF YOU CANNOT LOAD THE PROGRAM

1.) Check your equipment carefully to be sure that all cables and connections are correct.

2.) Re-read !he section in the manual about loading machine code programs from

diskette. Try to load again.

3.) If possible, load another program from a diskette you know works on your computer.

This will prove that your equipment works. Try once more to load your game.

4.) If the program still cannot be loaded, send the diskette, with a description of the

problem (what the computer displays on the screen, if anything, when you try to

load the disketie or play the game) and what you did to try to correct the problem.

Defective diskettes will be replaced at no charge.

LIMITED WARRANTY

The warranty is limited to the free replacement of product which is determined by Cosmi

Corporation to be defective in materials or workmanship within a 90 day period of the

retail purchase date. Defective product under warranty should be returned with proof

of purchase and an explanation of the defect to Cosmi Corporation for replacement.

COSMI 415 North Figueroa. Wilmington, CA 90744 - (213)835-9687
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Office Systems for Home and Business

A. TEXTPRO II DATAPRO II lor Commodore

64/128'" and Atari.' All NEW ve'Sion at COSMI'S

best selling word processor and data case system

"twin pak' Includes exclusive NEW features

Cache RAM and CARAVAN.

B SWIFT SHEET 128 lor Commodore 128." All

new expanded 64 column version ol COSMI'S

award winning SwiflCalc spreadsheet program

designed specifically lor the Commodore 128

computer Extensive "user-friendly" documentation

C. SWIFT-CALC " SPREADSHEET. Easy to use pro

gram will complete calculations, whether simple or

complex. Ideal lor budgets and forecasts, expense

reports, business plans. P & L and balance sheets,

cash (low analysis. ]oo quotations, statistical

analysis, interest calculations . . and more

SWIFT-SERV - MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS Com

prehensive package ot name management soft

ware. Performs most functions you expect from

a home computer on any printer Front end loader

and five server modules



Check out these other
Paul Norman 'Super Hit'

Computer Programs!

HELICOPTER FLIGHT SIMULATE;

SOLO FLIGHT - -. EXPLORE - I

Super Huey is a new. eiperimemal high-performance

helicopter utilizing Ihe fates! in electronic conlrol sysiems

and stabilization, and YOU are going to learn how to fly it'

Space age controls and instruments, along with an in Ihgfit

computer, teach you Ihe intricacies ol roiary wing aviation

Test your skill in the sky wilh challenges of solo flight.

exploration, rescue and combat Study [he instructions

carefully yoj re going to be tested1

cosmi
where the action is!

Znunds1 And gadzooks1 You were just out to do a little

target practice wih your bow and arrow when you lost

your way Now the moon is coming out and it's getting

darker, the lores! is getting more ominous and there are

some strange rustling noises coming Irom the bushes

Egad1 You have mistakenly wandered inlo Itie "Forbidden

Forest1' Only your skill as an archer can proteel you now

Here they come1 Giant spiders, an enormous bumble bee.

huge leaping frogs a lire breathing dragon, a phantom

protected by killer skeletons, an SO fool snake and. finally,

the ghoit demogorgon who only appears during flashes

of lighining Iftat herald the coming storm. Move quickly.

aim accurately, destroy the monsters and you |usi may

escape from Ihe Forbidden Forest'
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